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ABSTRACT Comparison of the crystallographic and NMR structures of 6-hydroxymethyl-7,8-dihydropterin pyrophosphoki-
nase (HPPK) suggests that the enzyme may undergo signiﬁcant conformational change upon binding to its ﬁrst substrate, ATP.
Two of the three surface loops (loop 2 and loop 3) accounting for most of the conformational differences appear to be conﬁned
by crystal contacts, raising questions about the putative large-scale induced-ﬁt conformational change of HPPK and the
functional roles of the conserved side-chain residues on the loops. To investigate the loop dynamics in crystal-free environment,
we carried out molecular dynamics and locally enhanced sampling simulations of the apo-enzyme and the HPPKMgATP
complex. Our simulations showed that the crystallographic B-factors underestimated the loop dynamics considerably. We found
that the open-conformation of loop 3 in the binary complex is accessible to the apo-enzyme and is the favored conformation in
solution phase. These results revise our previous view of HPPK-substrate interactions and the associated functional mech-
anism of conformational change. The lessons learned here offer valuable structural insights into the workings of HPPK and
should be useful for structure-based drug design.
INTRODUCTION
The enzyme 6-hydroxymethyl-7,8-dihydropterin pyrophos-
phokinase (HPPK) is a 158-residue long, monomeric protein
that catalyzes the reaction of pyrophosphate transfer from
ATP to 6-hydroxymethyl-7,8-dihydropterin (HP) during the
ﬁrst step of the folate biosynthesis pathway (1). The folate
pathway is an essential metabolic pathway for micro-
organisms because, unlike human and higher animals that
can acquire folate from dietary sources, microbes must make
their own folate through this pathway (2). Hence, under-
standing the structure-function relationships of HPPK has
important implications for antibacterial drug design.
Currently, there are 16 experimentally determined struc-
tures of HPPK in various conformational states available in
the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (3–12). The 3-D fold of HPPK
is ferredoxinlike, which resembles a right-handed baseball
glove. It consists of a six-stranded b-sheet sandwiched by
two a-helices on either side of the b-core and three ﬂexible
surface loops connecting b1-a1 (loop 1, residues 8–15),
b2-b3 (loop 2, residues 44–53), and b4-a2 (loop 3, residues
80–93). Structural and biochemical studies have shown that
these surface loops are directly involved in the substrate
binding (7,9) and the catalytic mechanisms of HPPK (3,4).
Based on the currently available thermodynamic and
kinetic data, Blaszczyk et al. have proposed a reaction
pathway consisting of the following seven steps: 1), apo-
enzyme/ 2), binding ofMgATP/ 3), binding ofHP/ 4),
formation of the reaction intermediate HPPKMgATPHP
/ 5), transfer of pyrophosphate to form HPPK
MgAMPHPPP / 6), release of MgAMP / 7), release
of HPPP. At each of these steps, a conformation was
proposed from either an experimentally determined or
a modeled conformation (13).
Although these experimental and modeled structures
provide snapshots of the enzyme throughout its catalytic
cycle, to understand how the enzyme works, one must also
consider the dynamics involved in the conformational
changes when the enzyme undergoes transitions from one
state to the next. In general, two types of ligand-promoted
conformational changes can be envisioned. The ﬁrst type of
conformational change is described by the classic ‘‘induced-
ﬁt’’ model in which the conformation of receptor enzyme
changes upon binding of the ligand, resulting in an optimized
geometry that exists only in the complex state. In this sce-
nario, the protein energy landscape is changed upon binding
of the ligand. The other type of conformational change is
called ‘‘selected-ﬁt’’ mechanism, which occurs when more
than one structural conformation preexists in a conforma-
tional equilibrium before ligand binding. The selected-ﬁt
mechanism involves stabilization of an accessible confor-
mation and ligand-binding shifts a preexisting conforma-
tional equilibrium. A practical difference between these two
scenarios is that one may be able to observe the bound
structure in apo state in the case of selected ﬁt, whereas the
bound structure exists only in the complex state in the case of
induced ﬁt.
Xiao et al. have carefully compared the crystal structures
of the apo-enzyme and the binary complex. In their analysis,
they found major conformational differences in all three
loops between the apo and the binary states. In particular,
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loop 3, in an open conformation, deviates from its apo
position by as much as 18.4 A˚ at the farthest point. Loop 2
also opens up in the binary complex. Together, the opening
of loop 2 and loop 3 exposes the binding pocket of HP.
Interpolation between apo and binary conformations sug-
gested that the apo-to-binary transition might be through an
induced-ﬁt mechanism (7) that triggers the reorganization of
the binding pocket and advances the enzyme to the next
stage of the reaction pathway.
In the crystal structure of apo-enzyme, loop 3 forms
crystal contacts with two adjacent symmetry copies from
neighboring asymmetric units; a total of six residues from
loop 3 (L78, N79, R82, V83, R88, and R92) are in direct contact
with the crystallographic neighbors (Fig. 1). Within this
crystalline environment, the range of loop 39s ﬂexibility is
clearly hindered. Thus, loop 3 may exhibit a higher degree of
conformational ﬂuctuation in solution than is found in the
crystal structure of the apo-enzyme. Loop 2 is also similarly
restricted by the crystal. These were consistent with the
observation by Shi et al. who reported, based on their NMR
study of apo-HPPK, that there were seven unassigned
1H-15N crosspeaks involving main-chain amides and 12
missing main-chain amide crosspeaks, and all except one of
these 19 unassigned or missing amides were located on loop
3 around residues 77–96 (14). Thus, loop 3 may exhibit
a higher degree of conformational ﬂuctuation than is found
in the crystal structure of the apo-enzyme. Given its
functional signiﬁcance, an understanding of the dynamics
of loop 3 in solution is needed.
In this article, we critically examine the conformational
dynamics of the surface loops of HPPK in the apo and binary
complex state via molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
to resolve the above issues. More speciﬁcally, we ask the
question whether the open conformation found in the binary
complex is also accessible to the apo-enzyme. To address
this question, we carried out 5 ns of molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations of the apo-enzyme and the HPPK
MgATP binary complex. In addition to the conventional
MD, we also applied the locally enhanced sampling (LES)
technique. LES is a mean ﬁeld method that has been shown
to be effective in predicting and reﬁning loop structures
(15–19). In this case, it is particularly useful in sampling
the available conformational states of the loops. Our results
showed that loop 3 in the apo structure, free from its crystal
contacts, exhibited a greater range of conformational dy-
namics and favored a conformation similar to that of the
binary complex. In the following sections, we present the
details of our simulations and propose a revised scenario of
HPPK-substrate interaction and conformational change.
COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
Parameterization of ATP
The ATP molecule was divided into two parts: the triphosphate and the
ribose with adenine. The charges of the ribose and adenine were directly
taken from the AMBER force ﬁeld (20). A methyl group was added to the
end of the triphosphate group for charge calculation. Following the approach
of Duan et al. (21), the charge set of the triphosphate was obtained by ﬁtting
to the electrostatic potentials calculated using the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ quantum
mechanical methods in organic solvent (e ¼ 4.0) mimicked by the polarized
continuum model (22,23) after geometry optimization using the HF/6-
31G** level of theory. The charges of the phosphoryl group are listed in
Table 1. The structure and the corresponding atom-naming scheme are
illustrated in Fig. 2.
FIGURE 1 Crystal contacts between HPPK loop 3 and the neighboring asymmetric units. (Left) apo-HPPK structure (1hka). (Right) Binary complex (1eqo).
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Initial structure coordinates
The initial coordinates of apo-HPPK were taken from the x-ray cry-
stallographic structure (PDB id 1hka). The NMR structure (PDB id 1eq0)
of HPPKMgAMPCPP binary complex was used as a starting tem-
plate for HPPKMgATP. AMPCPP is an ATP analog in which the oxy-
gen atom between b- and g-phosphates is replaced by a CH2 group to
prevent hydrolysis. In the NMR structure, the two Mg21 cofactors and the
ATP substrate were not present. We superimposed the x-ray crystal structure
of HPPKMgAMPCPPHP (PDB id 1eqo) to the binary NMR structure and
extracted the coordinates of Mg21 ions and AMPCPP to generate the
structure of HPPKMgAMPCPP complex. The AMPCPP in the complex
model was then mutated to ATP by replacing the C atom between b- and
g-phosphates of AMPCPP with an O atom, resulting in the ﬁnal model of
HPPKMgATP. Upon solvation, the apo system consisted of 2578 solute
atoms (protein, 19 Cl ions and 24 Na1 ions) and 27,483 solvent atoms for
a rectangular box of 77.7 3 65.1 3 74.7 A˚3; the binary complex system
contained a total of 2623 solute atoms (protein, ATP, twoMg21 ions, 20 Cl
ions, and 21 Na1 ions) and 29,149 solvent atoms (86.3 3 62.9 3 73.7 A˚3).
In both cases, the distances between the solute atoms and the box edges were
no less than 10 A˚.
Molecular dynamics
Two independent 5.0-ns MD simulations with 500-ps equilibration phase
were carried out using the AMBER 7.0 modeling software package (19) and
the Duan et al ff03 force-ﬁeld parameter set (21) with identical simulation
protocols. Water solvent was represented by TIP3P model (24) and in
periodic boxes. The smooth particle-mesh Ewald method (25) was applied to
achieve an accurate and efﬁcient treatment of the long-range electrostatic
energies and forces. The short-range van der Waals energy was truncated at
10 A˚. The pressure was kept at 1.0 atm using isotropic positional scaling and
the temperature was controlled by Berendsen’s method (26). All bonds
involving hydrogen atoms were constrained to their equilibrium values by
means of the SHAKE algorithm (27) to allow a 2.0-fs integration time step.
During the equilibration phase, the velocities were reassigned every 0.5 ps,
conforming to the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.
The simulations started with a 200-step energy minimization, followed
by a 100-ps relaxation phase in which the systemwas heated from 0 to 300 K
while the atomic positions of protein and ligands were subject to harmonic
restraints with a force constant of 0.6 kcal/mol. This step ensured that the
initial experimental structures were maintained while the solvent was
allowed to relax. The system was kept at 300 K for another 400 ps for further
equilibration without any constraints. A 5-ns production phase was done for
each system. Snapshots of the production trajectories were saved at 2-ps
intervals.
Locally enhanced sampling
After 5 ns normal MD run, the apo and binary complex simulations were
switched to LES method (15–19). Loop 2 and loop 3 were divided into two
(44–47 and 48–50) and four (80–83, 84–87, 88–91, and 92–93) LES
segments, respectively. Each residue in the LES regions was assigned ﬁve
copies. The topology ﬁle and restart ﬁle were generated by the ADDLES
program. The LES simulations were started after 5 ns MD simulation and
were performed for 4 ns.
Essential dynamics analysis
The essential dynamics (ED) analysis method (28) was applied to the
trajectories to identify the concerted modes of motion. We limited our ED
analysis to include only the 158 Ca atoms of the protein. In this analysis,
a variance/covariance matrix was ﬁrst constructed from the simulations by
vij ¼ ÆDxiDxjæ, where Dxi and Dxj are, respectively, the instantaneous devia-
tion of the ith and jth dimensions of the 3N-dimension coordinates from
their respective averages (N ¼ 158 particles involved in this calculation);
brackets denote an average over the simulated trajectory. The eigenvec-
tors (or principal components) were identiﬁed by diagonalizing the matrix.
A total of 3N  6 (or 468) eigenvectors can be obtained, excluding the
global translation and rotation. Protein movements in the essential space
were identiﬁed by projecting the Cartesian trajectory coordinates along the
most important eigenvectors resulting from the ED analysis. The analysis
module implemented in the software package NWChem 4.1 (29) was used
for the ED calculations.
RESULTS
Comparison with experimental data
The experimentally measurable macroscopic parameters,
such as B-factors, nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) viola-
tions, and NMR order parameters, were calculated from
the simulation trajectories and compared to the experi-
mentally measured values to provide an assessment of the
TABLE 1 Partial charges of ATP molecule
Atom
name
Atom
type Charge
Atom
name
Atom
type Charge
PG P 1.103139 C29 CT 0.067000
O1G O2 0.901962 H291 H1 0.097200
O2G O2 0.901962 C19 CT 0.039400
O3G O2 0.901962 O49 OS 0.354800
O3B OS 0.482101 H19 H2 0.200700
PB P 1.191788 O29 OH 0.613900
O1B O2 0.832034 HO92 HO 0.418600
O2B O2 0.832034 N9 N* 0.025100
O3A OS 0.506578 C4 CB 0.305300
PA P 1.030667 C5 CB 0.051500
O1A O2 0.811423 C6 CA 0.700900
O2A O2 0.811423 N6 N2 0.901900
O59 OS 0.536915 H62 H 0.411500
C59 CT 0.055800 H61 H 0.411500
H591 H1 0.067900 C8 CK 0.200600
H592 H1 0.067900 H8 H5 0.155300
C49 CT 0.106500 N7 NB 0.607300
H49 H1 0.117400 N3 NC 0.699700
C39 CT 0.202200 C2 CQ 0.587500
H39 H1 0.061500 H2 H5 0.047300
O39 OH 0.654100 N1 NC 0.761500
H3T HO 0.437600 — — —
FIGURE 2 2-D structure and atom-naming scheme of ATP.
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quality of the simulation. We discuss each of these com-
parisons.
We monitored the total energy and the root mean-square
deviation (RMSD) from initial structure throughout the
simulations to assess trajectory stability. In both conven-
tional MD simulations, the total energies reached a steady
state within 500 ps of the equilibration phase when the
average energies remained constant (data not shown). The
RMSD of all Ca atoms from the x-ray structure for each
system is displayed in Fig. 3. The Ca RMSD of the protein
core (excluding the three ﬂexible loops and three residues
from the N- and C-termini) are ;1.0 A˚ and ;1.5 A˚ for the
apo protein and the binary complex, respectively. Clearly,
the trajectories were stable. When the loops were also taken
into consideration, the RMSD was higher than the core
RMSD, which was expected. The RMSD in the apo complex
rose from 1.5 A˚ to 2.0 A˚ at ;3 ns, whereas the core region
maintained its Ca RMSD at 1.0–1.5 A˚. Thus, the exper-
imental structures were well maintained and the loop re-
gions exhibited a higher degree of ﬂuctuation.
B-factors, also commonly known as crystal temperature
factors, are a composite measure reﬂecting the atomic
thermal ﬂuctuation, conﬁgurational disorder, and other ex-
perimental errors. They have often been used as a measure of
structural mobility and ﬂexibility. In simulations, this value
can be calculated from the MD trajectories using the formula
B ¼ 8p2=3 ÆDr2æ, where ÆDr2æ is the mean-square atomic
position ﬂuctuation. B-factors were calculated from both the
last 1-ns and the entire 5-ns trajectories. The B-factors
calculated from the 5-ns trajectories were generally higher
than those calculated from the last 1 ns. This was due to the
conformational changes.
It should be noted that although most x-ray data is now
collected at low temperature (e.g., 100 K), the crystals are
typically grown at 4C or room temperature. They are
brought rapidly to the lower temperature by ﬂash-freezing
technique, by which the liquid water around and inside the
crystals reached a glassy state to prevent the water from
becoming ice and destroying the crystals. At this low
temperature, because of the frozen water in the glass state,
proteins hardly move. The protein structures reﬂect an
ensemble average structure of the ‘‘frozen’’ protein mol-
ecules. Yet, the thermal motion at the higher temperature (at
which the crystal was grown) is captured by the slight
variation between different structures of protein molecules.
Therefore, the experimental B-factors measure the thermal
ﬂuctuation at the temperature at which the crystals are grown
(which is close to room temperature).
Overall, the calculated and the experimentally measured
B-factors are in good agreement with correlation coefﬁcients
of ;0.88 for both the apo-HPPK model and binary HPPK
model. Most of the differences were found in the loop
regions where discrepancies were expected largely due to
crystal packing (we will discuss the dynamics of these
surface loops in the absence of crystal packing later).
Nevertheless, the calculation indicates that the simulations
captured the main features of the system dynamics. It is
interesting to note that the calculated B-factors from MD
simulation are usually lower than the experimental data
because of the exclusion of global translation and rotation in
the B-factor calculations from the simulations. However, if
the resolution of the crystal structure is very high (i.e., in our
case, 1HKA is 1.50 A˚), the calculated B-factor might be
higher than the experimental data, even in the rigid core
part. This is the case in HPPK, as shown in Fig. 4, an attribu-
tion to the extremely high-quality x-ray data.
The two major peaks in the apo structure B-factors (Fig. 4
A) correspond to loops 2 and 3. The higher B-factors in the
simulation reﬂect the greater mobility of these two loops
in the solution phase. Residues 102–110 form the turn
connecting b5 and b6 strands and are at the bottom part of
the ATP binding pocket making direct contacts to ATP
through Arg110 and Tyr112. In the crystal structure, residue
Glu109 forms a salt-bridge with Arg41 of the neighboring
symmetry copy, which accounts for the lower B-factors
observed in this region when compared to simulation. In the
FIGURE 3 Ca RMSD versus time. (Top) The time evolution of Ca RMSD of the apo-enzyme. (Bottom) The time evolution of Ca RMSD for the
HPPKMgATP binary complex. ‘‘Core’’ means excluding the three surface loops, and ‘‘all’’ means all Ca atoms including the surface loops.
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binary HPPKMgADP complex crystal structure, this salt-
bridge is not observed, but crystal packing still presents
steric hindrance for this part of the structure.
Because the starting structure of the binary complex was
modeled from the NMR structure template, we also com-
pared our binary complex simulation to the experimental
data by calculating the NOE distance restraint violations.
In the PDB ﬁle 1eq0, there are twenty HPPK structures
generated from a total of 3,523 NOE distance restraints. In
analyzing our MD simulation of the binary complex, we
divided the trajectory into ﬁve 1-ns time periods. It should be
noted that on the short timescale of MD the inﬂuence of
angular ﬂuctuations can be neglected; thus, using Æ1=r3æ
distance averaging in our case is more appropriate than the
conventional Æ1=r6æ averaging (30).
Since we replaced AMPCPP with ATP in our simulation,
we expected a higher level of NOE violations than what was
observed experimentally due to the perturbation, particularly
around the perturbed area. During the 5-ns production run,
the violation increased from an initial 7.6% to 12.6%. When
we ranked the NOE violations by residue (i.e., number of
hydrogen atom distances that exceeded the limits obtained
from the NMR NOE experiments), we found that a large
portion of the violations were concentrated in the regions
around loop 2, the V-shaped turn region (100; 112) and the
C-terminus (see Fig. 5). When these regions were excluded,
the NOE violation was 5.6% initially and 7.8% at the end
of the simulation. These values are well within range of
previously reported NMR parameter correlations between
MD and experiment (30,31). We take the higher level of
NOE violation in the above-noted regions as an indication of
perturbations due to substrate substitution.
The NMR order parameters (S2) measure protein back-
bone ﬂexibility and can be calculated from simulation by
the formula
S
2 ¼ 1
2
3 +
3
a¼1
+
3
b¼1
Æmambæ 1
" #
; (1)
where ma or mb denotes the x, y, or z component of the NH
unit vector and the angular brackets indicate an average over
the trajectory. Here S2 can take on values between 0 and 1,
with 0 corresponding to completely disordered and 1 cor-
responding to completely frozen residues.
As shown in Fig. 6, NMR order parameters in loop 2, loop
3, and the turn region (104110) in both the apo and the
binary complex simulations are low. This reﬂects the high
degree of internal ﬂexibility in these regions. In contrast, the
rigid part of the protein showed high values of order pa-
rameters. Overall, the patterns of order parameters are very
similar in both the apo and the binary HPPK simulations.
The major differences are found in the regions of loop 1
(residues 58), and the C-terminal: loop 1 was more
disordered in the apo structure than in the binary complex,
whereas the C-terminal was more stable in the apo system.
The levels of rigidity in loop 2 and loop 3 are also different.
FIGURE 4 Comparisons of Ca-atom B-factors obtained from crystal structures and calculated from MD trajectories. In the case of the Binary_NMR,
B-factors were estimated by using the 20 NMR structures reported in the PDB.
FIGURE 5 Wire-frame representation of the HPPK backbone. The
highlighted areas indicate regions of high NOE violation during simulation.
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Compared to the apo simulation, the NMR order parameters
in the binary complex simulation were ;0.3 lower in loop
2 and 0.5 higher in loop 3. We also analyzed the relative
motions between the residues, which conﬁrmed the obser-
vations by both B-factor and order parameter analyses (data
not shown).
The NMR order parameters calculated from the MD
trajectories and the experimental B-factors were also
compared. They showed the expected anticorrelation with
R values equal to0.71 for the apo-HPPK system and0.69
for the binary-HPPK system. The inherent correlation
between these two measures is expected since both contain
the dynamic information of the system. However, S2
measures directly the dynamics in solution state, whereas
B-factors measure disorder/ﬂuctuation in crystalline envi-
ronment, which includes crystal packing. Thus, discrep-
ancies between the B-factors and NMR order parameters are
also expected. Moreover, direct comparisons can be made
between simulation and experiments on the S2 that is more
difﬁcult for the B-factors.
Loop dynamics
In this section, we examine the dynamics of apo-HPPK and
its binary complex, paying special attention to the three
surface loops. To facilitate our analysis of the dynamics, we
applied a method known as essential dynamics analysis (28).
By comparing the major modes of motion observed in HPPK
apo and binary complex states, we ascertained the general
characteristics of HPPK’s conformational dynamics. In the
conventional MD trajectory of both apo-HPPK and its binary
complex, loop 3, through its twisting and turning motions,
exhibited a relatively large-scale movement away from its
crystallographic positions. At the end of 5 ns, loop 3 in the
apo simulation began to show signs of opening up, while
loop 3 in the binary complex simulation opened up even
further compared to the crystal structures. This general trend
of loop opening was also observed in loop 2.
At room temperature, the barrier-crossing ability of MD is
limited by the simulation time. A typical nanosecond sim-
ulation may only sample the conformations in the general
ensemble around the initial structure. Although loop dy-
namics can, in principle, be explored by MD, in reality, re-
versible conformational changes of protein loops can take
a much longer time than is presently practical. In the limited
sampling time accessible to MD (5 ns), one cannot expect the
loop to cross the energy barrier between the closed and open
conformations. To fully explore the conformations accessi-
ble to the loops, we applied the LES method to circumvent
the sampling limitation. Note that we only applied LES to
loop 2 and loop 3; loop 1 was excluded because it is less
ﬂexible than the other two loops and its dynamics was
adequately sampled by the conventional MD.
Essential dynamics analysis
This method has been applied in several previously
published works by other authors (32–35) and has been
shown to be an effective method for analyzing concerted
motions in proteins. The central idea of this method is to
calculate the correlated motions and recast the MD trajectory
from the normal Cartesian space into the correlated essential
space, unique to macromolecules and presumably containing
motions that are essential for biological function (28). In
effect, one can think of ED analysis as a motion ﬁlter that
ﬁlters out the high-frequency, uncorrelated motions to ex-
pose the underlying modes of low-frequency, concerted mo-
tions. Since one of our primary objectives for this study is to
understand the large-scale concerted motions in HPPK, this
method of analysis is ideally suited to our purpose.
We used all Ca atoms to deﬁne the backbone conforma-
tion of HPPK for the ED analysis. This resulted in 468
essential modes from the 158 Ca atoms in the form of 468
eigenvectors and their associated eigenvalues. The eigen-
vectors are the directional vectors that point in the direction
of each essential mode of motion and the associated
eigenvalues are the amplitudes of motion. Previous studies
have shown that ,10% eigenvectors typically capture
.90% of the protein’s motion (28,36,37), hence, it is
sufﬁcient to analyze only the ﬁrst few modes of essential
motion.
In Fig. 7, we visualize the results of the ED analysis by
projecting the MD trajectory onto the ﬁrst three eigenvectors
and superimposing the minimum and maximum structures
delimiting the extent of the motion. From this ﬁgure, one can
clearly see that most of the motions are concentrated in the
loop regions in both the apo-HPPK and the binary complex.
In the ﬁrst mode, loop 2 and loop 3 in the apo structure has
a correlated motion moving from right (cyan) to left (red) in
a loop-bending motion (Fig. 7 A). The ﬁrst essential mode of
the binary complex is also loop motion, although in this case
the motion of loop 2 is a novel ‘‘twisting’’ motion, whereas
loop 3 still moves in a typical loop-bending motion (Fig. 7
FIGURE 6 Comparison of NMR order parameters calculated from MD
trajectories.
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D). In the second essential mode, the motion of loop 2 and
loop 3 in the apo structure is that of shear motion (Fig. 7 B).
In the binary complex, loop 2 and loop 3 show an anti-
correlated motion similar to a double-gated door swinging
in-and-out (Fig. 7 E). In the third essential mode, all three
loops in the apo structure move in a correlated fashion from
right to left, whereas the binary complex shows a dra-
matic bending motion in loop 2 (Fig. 7, C and D).
Thus, at its resting state, the major internal motion of
HPPK is basically loop 2 and loop 3 swinging in concert
from left to right and right to left, with loop 1 sandwiched in
between. Upon ATP binding, loop 1 moves toward the
backside of the protein from in between loop 2 and loop 3,
loop 3 extends away from the active site to assume an
‘‘open’’ conformation, and loop 2 and loop 3 swing back
and forth like two panels of a gate. These motions are in
nanosecond timescales, as seen from the simulation.
LES simulations
In our 5-ns conventional MD trajectory, we observed that
loop 3 in the apo state showed signs of moving toward the
open conformation seen in the binary complex even in the
absence of substrate. To examine this further, we augmented
our MD simulations with LES, a sampling technique that has
been shown to be effective in facilitating conformational
changes through a mean ﬁeld approach (15,18). We con-
ducted 4-ns LES simulations for each of the apo and bi-
nary complex models using the ﬁnal structure obtained from
MD simulations as the starting coordinates.
In the apo LES simulation, a dramatic conformational
transition of loop 3 occurred at 200 ps of simulation time.
The starting loop conformation at the beginning of LES
simulation was ;14.8 A˚ away from the crystal structure
(Fig. 8) and was in a closed form. The loop underwent
substantial conformational change during the LES simula-
tion. At the end of LES simulation, loop 3 reached an open
conformation that was even more open than the x-ray
structure of the binary complex. The Ca RMSD of the LES
copies from the average structure of each snapshot con-
verged to ;0.3 A˚. The convergence of loop 2 also reached
the same level at around ;0.3 A˚, but no major conforma-
tion transition was observed.
It is interesting to note the major events of conformational
transitions found in the LES simulations. In loop 3, the
transition began with loop 3 bending over to the open
FIGURE 7 First three eigen modes from the simulations are illustrated as minimum (cyan) and maximum (red ) structures. The ﬁrst three eigen modes of the
apo simulation are shown in A, B, and C, and those of the binary are in E, F, and G.
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conformation, coupled by movement of the conserved side
chain of Arg92. As the loop opened up, the enlarged gap
enabled the side chain of Arg92 to move closer to the active
site without clashing into the Glu77 side chain. These
residues that exhibited large-scale movement are in the
region of Glu77–Leu96 where HSQC spectrum showed no or
missing crosspeaks in the apo-HPPK NMR study, indicating
that the large-scale motion observed in the simulation is
consistent with NMR data.
In the binary LES simulation, loop 2 and loop 3 both
underwent conformational changes. The new conformations
adopted in the ﬁnal structures of the LES simulation are more
open than those of the crystal structure. Furthermore, we
found in this trajectory that several side chains showed
considerable divergence among the copies. This divergence
was a reﬂection of the enhanced speed of conformation
sampling and an indication of elevated ﬂexibility. As shown
in the NMR ensemble, the Arg92 side chain is ﬂexible and
has several different conformations in the PDB. In the con-
ventional MD trajectory, limited by the simulation length,
we only observed a single conformational transition of the
Arg92 side chain. In the binary LES simulation, the full
ensemble of Arg92 conformations was sampled and better
agreement with NMR data was observed.
In the crystal structure, residues 12–15 of loop 1 have two
distinct conformations with an occupancy ratio of 54:46. In
the conventional MD simulation, we started from the more
populated conformation and observed transitions between
these two conformations. In the LES simulation, more fre-
quent transitions were observed and the ratio was 0.6:0.4,
close to that observed experimentally.
Loop conformation change measured by
interresidual distance
One experimental approach that may be utilized to quantify
the magnitude of loop 3 movement is the ﬂuorescence
resonance energy transfer. By attaching ﬂuorescent labels to
Ala86, Tyr107, and Ala151, one may treat the two pairs of
distances among these three landmark residues as a measure
of the horizontal and vertical movement of loop 3 relative to
the rest of the molecule. These experiments are currently
underway (preliminary data not shown). To parallel the exper-
imental measurements, we directly calculated these two pairs
of distances from our MD trajectories. The values obtained
from MD trajectories may be regarded as predictions of the
MD simulations until the experimental measures are un-
equivocally established to provide a direct comparison.
The changes in these two distances over time in both the
apo and binary systems are shown in Fig. 9. The initial 5 ns
represent data from the normal MD simulation. The data
from the last 4 ns were calculated from the LES simulation.
Since Ala86 was in the LES region, the relative distance was
calculated for each LES copy and the average distance was
used in the plot. It is clearly shown in Fig. 9 A that within the
ﬁrst 5-ns MD run, the Ca distances between Ala
86 and Tyr107
in the apo and binary systems were distinct,l whereas in the
4-ns LES simulation, the plots of apo and binary systems,
when overlain, converged at ;39 A˚. A similar trend of
convergence was also observed for the Ca distance between
Ala86 and Ala151 (Fig. 9 B). This observation further
indicates that in the apo system loop 3 shared conformational
similarity with loop 3 in the binary system.
HPPK-substrate interactions
Finally, we turn our attention to the interactions between
ATP and HPPK. In our simulation of the binary complex, we
used the NMR-determined coordinates as our template. The
substrate used in the NMR is the ATP analog AMPCPP, but
its position is not revealed in the NMR structure. As we
described in the Computational Method section, we placed
ATP in the binding pocket by superimposing ATP with
AMPCPP, found in the ternary-complex structure (PDB
1eqo now superseded by 1q0n). The binding-site side-chain
arrangement in the ternary complex is very similar to the
NMR structure, with a few notable exceptions: the
orientation of the Arg92 side chain in the 20 NMR binary
structures is not very well deﬁned but Arg92 is found to
coordinate with the oxygen atoms of the AMPCPP
a-phosphate in the ternary complex. After 5 ns of MD,
Arg92 reoriented to point in the direction of ATP and formed
coordinations with the oxygen atoms of the ATP
a-phosphate (Fig. 10). Thus, we believe that the ATP
binding-site conformation generated from our MD and LES
simulations should closely resemble the true binding-site
conformation.
To get a better sense of how the binding site reorganized
itself upon binding of ATP, we compared the side-chain
orientations of the apo-enzyme and the binary complex.
Among the residues that interacted with ATP, Arg92 showed
the most dramatic conformational change. In the apo crystal
structure, Arg92 points away from the active site, but in our
MD and LES simulations of the apo-enzyme, Arg92 showed
FIGURE 8 Ribbon stereo view of simulated and experimental structures.
The structure at the end of LES simulation (magenta) is compared to the apo
(silver) and the binary complex (cyan) experimental structures.
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considerable ﬂexibility and changed orientation often. In the
binary complex simulation, the coordination between Arg92
and ATP formed within 1 ns of MD simulation and was very
stable throughout the trajectory.
Two other conserved residues that underwent major
conformational changes upon ATP binding were Arg82 and
Arg84. Arg82 is a strictly conserved residue that has been
shown to be critical for catalysis (4). In the apo structure, the
side chain of this residue actually points to the backside of
the enzyme, which makes it physically difﬁcult for it to
interact with the substrates. In both the MD and LES
simulations of the apo-enzyme, this residue never changed
orientation to point to the active site. But in the binary
complex, Arg82 was found to point to the active site before
simulation started and stayed in this orientation throughout
the simulations.
Residue Arg84 is less strictly conserved and does not
appear to be involved in catalysis or binding (6). The change
of its side-chain position relative to the rest of the protein is
a direct consequence of loop 39s movement and, therefore,
we would not comment any further.
DISCUSSION
The global molecular motion of HPPK was previously
investigated by Keskin et al. using a coarse-grain method
(38). In this method, the protein was represented by
a harmonic network of residues restrained to the experimen-
tal structures. The results of that study predicted that the
palmlike structure of HPPK was nearly rigid, and that loop 2
and loop 3 exhibited the most concerted motions for ligand
recognition and, presumably, catalysis. It was observed that
in the apo form, loop 2, loop 3, and the loop-b5-loop regions
(residues 102–111) showed signiﬁcant ﬂexibility, with high
B-factors. These observations are in excellent agreement
with what we observed in our MD simulation of the apo-
HPPK. Interestingly, two of the dominant modes found in
the coarse-grain model (see Fig. 5 of Keskin et al., motion
b and c) correspond to the ﬁrst and second eigen modes
revealed in our essential dynamics analysis. This is not
surprising, since the coarse-grain model was based on
harmonic restraints and the essential dynamics also extracts
harmonic motion from the trajectory. Thus, when the
primary motion is (near) harmonic, these two analyses
should agree.
However, there are several major differences between the
MD results and the coarse-grain model. One such notable
difference is that the two distinct conformations of loop 1 in
the crystal structures were observed in our simulation to
undergo a conformational switching dynamics, whereas
this conformational switching was not observed in the
coarse-grain model. Thus, when anharmonic motion plays an
important role, such as in the functionally signiﬁcant con-
formational changes, harmonic analysis can potentially fail
and detailed modeling becomes necessary.
In this article, we studied the dynamics of the three ﬂexible
loops in HPPK. Our goal was to understand the ‘‘unusual
conformation change’’ revealed by x-ray crystallography
and NMR study of HPPK upon ATP binding (7). Although
the conformational differences seen in the experimental
structures suggested an induced ﬁt, the crystal-packing
interactions around the loops might cause them to behave
differently when compared to the free enzyme in solution.
By simulating the structural dynamics of the apo-enzyme
and the binary complex in solution, we showed that the
crystal-packing interactions did substantially inﬂuence the
loop dynamics. Furthermore, we found that the range of loop
motions accessible to the apo-enzyme substantially over-
lapped with that of the binary complex and that the favored
loop conformations in both cases are also very similar.
Since we have shown that loop 3 and loop 2 in the apo
structure can both open up in the absence of ATP, the
mechanism of binding falls into the category of selected ﬁt in
which the conformation is readily accessible and binding
serves to stabilize the ﬂexible (or disordered) regions. In our
current understanding, the effect of ATP binding is mostly
to add stability as opposed to trigger major conformational
changes. This appears also true for the crystal structures in
FIGURE 9 Interresidual Ca distances over time. (A) Ca distance between residues Ala
86 and Tyr107. (B) Ca distance between residues Ala
86 and Ala151. The
ﬁrst5 ns represent the initial normal MD productive run and the last 4 ns is the LES run.
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which the crystal contacts stabilize the loops but to
a conformation that is different from that in the complex.
These two conformations appear to fall into the same general
free-energy basin, allowing the loops to demonstrate a
bimodular behavior manifested by the two structures. We
hypothesize that the transition of HPPK from apo-enzyme
to the binary and ternary complex might unfold in the
following sequence of events:
1. In the apo state, the loops of HPPK undergo diffusive
thermal motion and readily interconvert among a wide
range of conformations.
2. Upon binding of ATP and the associated 2 Mg21 ions,
residue Arg92 on loop 3 forms a stable coordination
interaction with ATP’s phosphate oxygen atoms. This
interaction stabilizes loop 3 in the open conformation.
The presence of ATP also brings a second catalytically
important residue on this loop, Arg82, into the binding
site, where it can interact with the substrates in
subsequent steps (before this, the side chain of Arg82 is
situated outside the binding pocket). These two residues
are essential for catalytic transfer of pyrophosphate. The
reorganization of the binding pocket primes HPPK for
binding of HP.
3. HP binds to the HPPKMgATP complex and triggers
a conformational change in loop 2 and loop 3 to envelop
the reaction center.
FIGURE 10 Schematic drawing of the interactions between ATP and side chains in the binding pocket. The ﬁgure was generated using the software
LIGPLOT (39).
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The above scenario can be best summarized as a selected-
ﬁt mechanism. One implication for this revised model is that
when pursuing structure-based drug design, the open con-
formations of HPPK apo-enzyme could also be a sensible
target.
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